Fly Casting Lessons
Price list
Roll casting lesson part one and part two combined £60, in advance as a gift token, £50
or as two separate lessons £45 per lesson
Junior casting lesson reductions are available for all lessons.
A shared lesson by arrangement
Overhead casting lessons £60 in advance as a gift token £50
A shared lesson by arrangement
Advanced casting lessons £45 per option in advance as a gift token both options £80
(Available to anglers who have taken and absorbed the basic lesson)
Fishing Lessons on Stillwater are £60 as part of a series of lessons
Stand alone lessons for the time challenged £75
(Permit costs are additional and usually fall between £12 and £20, the instructor day
permit is included however as are flies, leaders, use of tackle.)

River Fishing
Guided half day, £80 for a mornings introduction to the river and includes a river casting
demonstration if required and chance to contact the wild trout of the River Wye.
Evening fishing, £80. a chance to fish the evening rise with a local guide, fishing till late
on a summers evening and small ale in the snug of the Peacock afterwards maybe.

All anglers require a national rod fishing license.
We have the honour of being a member of the Association of Advanced Professional
Game Angling Instructors (A.A.P.G.A.I) and mentoring is available for those wishing to be
instructors.

The Perfect Gift or Treat
Guided fishing trips with Bakewell Fly Fishing Shop, 3a Hebden Court, off Matlock St, Bakewell, Derbyshire
DE45 1EE 01629 813531

Gift Tokens
These lessons are designed to give confidence
to the novice angler, or perhaps one who has
not fished for a number of years.
This mini course includes two full casting lessons with an advanced lesson
appropriate to the water we fish on our practical fishing lesson
Use of fishing tackle is included as are flies leaders etc.

Gift Token
A gentle introduction to the sport for the time challenged.
Tackle and tuition in casting and tactics and a chance of landing that
first fish!
£85
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